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new year’s day
jeremy fernando & kenny png
When the mist
starts to fade
And the light on
the curtains casts
yesterday’s pale
cold stare
We’ll see that
everything’s
the same on
New Year’s Day

I look at the floor,
and it moves
round and round

It’s New Year’s Day,
and all I see are
separate lines

Just like the clock,
the days, and
the moon

It’s New Year’s Day,
and I know that
from the time

Perhaps we thought
the magic of midnight
would somehow
be different

It’s New Year’s
Day, and all stays
the same

Or we never saw
that all differences are
quite the same

All the explosions in
the sky
What did we expect: a
change in all the lies?
Resolutions.
Ablutions.
Illusory solutions
in our lives.

It’s New Year’s Day,
and all I see are
separate lines

It’s New Year’s Day,
and all I see are the
same lines

It’s New Year’s Day,
and I know that
from the time

It’s New Year’s Day,
and all I know is
the time

It’s New Year’s Day,
and all stays the same

It’s New Year’s Day,
and it’s the same
different day

What surprises me is
that we’re surprised
it stays the same
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the taking of how many
lim lee ching

The viscosity of sixes and sevens in Room
Eight, lines, twins and thirsties. There
Is no way of translating the ways of always
Exclaiming many to all. The
Sipping and singing keeps one and all from sinking
Into unnecessary feeling and thinking.
Yet it necessitates
Laughing in tears, crying at the smile of the one
Thought. Remembering the bright to dim lighting
Of six to two making eight. Hours
Can only be long-lasting night after numbing nights
Of unceasing celebrating, of ringing in for the
One lasting one more. Leaving, finally,
With the half-lights lingering.
Halved too far.
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left

Paoi Hwang
Deliver Us
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Lamps made the worm skin yellow, mist night made it material.
Why do we obey sidewalks?

lamps
made
the
worm
skin
yellow

a. staley
groves

The walk under the lamps and the blossoms of shop windows?
True, circulatory system, drunken night folks, in many ages,
in many places
How many plates held shadows of mouths, of conversations?
Each time we fall into street bloodstreams,
embraces are suspended in magnet blood scraps broadcasts,
a slight push beneath perception
the secret obliteration which brings us together in orgy.
In broad yellow fall fields nothing embraces but the open.
No orgy, in fact, the origin of temperance in vastness, space,
which spirit hugs,
in shadows of breeze.
Persecution is the flipping coin, its breath, the judgment of its
toss-up.
Where it lands, what eyes of heads or tails face us?
The lacquer of drink, to coat the technology of judgment
red.
No mouth aims, it blows-out clouds
a shotgun cloud
a net
a manifold
twister. had we ever thought this game, a game of the Gordian
knot?
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the game we play of never touch,
the compromised body severed from touch?

orgy is the technology of repulsion compromised.
allowing the other against blood magnets
the slow explosion of nothing ever touches, as in atomic bonds

this game attempted to undermine the orgy,
the orgy is perhaps more clever, or sophisticated.
its brutal violence,

as in perception, bombs
nothing ever heard,
nothing ever heard in the seen

the collapse of bodies crushing each,

dust and twisted up

penetrating each,

fire brimmed bodies

consoling each

of heretics

other in long travels.
when watery
Hegel’s rite, war a civilized activity,
lights in concretion we suffocate,
a map of twister
the play of lights makes esotropic orgiastic eternity
repetitiously demanding itself as an instant.

hold your tongue like a baby
with its thousand eyes
blinking
sour
the ol’factory
production

coming
up for air,
the hell of it,
no longer novel

it no longer a critic
but a reptile’s ink pen
in slow stammer,
writes in two directions
its weapon

wash off your map

is the fact of food,

wash icons built in your eyes

it understands this
more than that

from
adam’s
rib
sean
smith
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Cheerleaders would never have
made sense in the times of Roman
Empire and its gladiator games.
While the cloned beauties of
today’s football matches provide
a perfect side-dish of simulated
sex to the entree of simulated
death on the gridiron turf, only a
full-blown orgy on the fringes of
the Colosseum floor would have
appropriately complemented
those brutal Games of Death.
What happens after the
orgy? Empire falls and gives birth
to its own recursive simulation,
it appears. Baudrillard counters
with a proposal to seduce, but
he, too, has become a replicant
object of fetishization and I fear
his covert potential.
Instead, I prefer to imagine you—
with all the asymmetry such a

The football fan is treated to

form of relation implies. I prefer

two sets of ribs at an NFL game:

to locate the immateriality of

one is served on parking-lot

touch in our being-with and in

barbecues at pre-game tailgate

our thought. I prefer to start

parties, and the other is served

a new orgy, but this time with

inside the stadium on the

waves of flesh resonance rather

exposed midriffs of the team

than bits of linguistic code.

cheerleaders. The first serves to
fatten the football masses, while

I prefer to start a new orgy, but

devouring the second mocks

this time to reprogram Empire

that very fatness under a guise

and its recursive simulation of

of sexual fantasy.

power.

pop: post orgy
plurality
After the orgy I am both satiated and ravenous,
Conqueror and vanquished.
I lie replete, yet twitchingly unnerved,
drained and filled.
I am pure/clean/antiseptic and filthy dirty;
the defiler and the defiled,
a debaser and the debased,
a sadist and a masochist,
paganistically, religiously purified and a sinner,
the perpetrator and the victim,
bloatedly engorged and completely empty.

michael

both;
neither
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Dionysus is in need of a touch up: matted, manky hair, dark circles under
his eyes, lips dry and pale.
The aged orgiophant is worn and haggard, can barely take a step or pronounce a rite; he is in desperate need of rest, or retirement.
Both scurry away from the scene like some child on a bicycle who has just
caused a wreck between two cars, but who has that chance to escape in
anonymity.
They share a cab across town, east – into the sun, and silently squint at
each other, “this is the last time. The fruit is no longer as fresh, succulent,
full, bursting at the bite as it should be,” a phrase no longer needed to be
spoken between these two.
Yet for neither will the epiphany take hold, it will wash away over the coming weeks, replaced with a restlessness, a seeking, an itch.
In a Benz heading west – long morning shadows stretched before them
trying to catch the receding night, Demeter drives in disappointment of
an intangible not attained, for her and Persephone, now strapped in the
twitching slumber of a passenger, there is always a lack.
But at the sides of Demeter’s mind lies a glimpse of delight: the image of
Persephone lying replete, eyes half lidded with a shimmering dullness, surrounded by another wave of ravenous worshippers; the daughter would
rise to the occasion, as always, lips taunt over a sardonic smile, eyes now
flashing fire, she would vanquish the conquerors-pretend, leaving them
satiated and drained, the mother proud of the daughter’s power to endure
the endless cycle.
A cycle is always at the core: desire followed by disillusionment followed by
desire …
Feeling both drained and filled, the purified and a sinner, a defiler and
the defiled, neither can you continue on nor come to a stop, you must
float upon the constant flow of surge and release; now that one wave has
passed, in an instance the next will begin; all semi-willing slaves to the law
of the cycle.
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left

Pearlyn Quan
(Untitled)
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left

Yanyun Chen
Salamander
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adieu

jeremy
fernando
The beauty of writing lies—perhaps writing only lies—in the always unwritten, the un-writeable; the always imagined, yet outside the realm of the
imaginable. This is both the strength of writing and forever its weakness—
trying to capture but always failing in representation. The scribbles on a
page, the blobs of ink that appear, speak—the phantom of the voice seems to
constantly resurrect—of something; an event, an occurrence. But the event
it speaks of is always already dead; the word speaks not of it, but of a transsubstantiated event, the ghost of the event—there is necromancy at play.

Not that it matters. For the risen event, perhaps akin to a phoenix—a regeneration, a re-incarnation—then takes flight. And develops a life of its
own; it is now its own pure image: without reflexivity, without referent,
sans papiers. And ultimately sans meaning; for meaning requires an external

correspondence. A simulated event is purely internal—it refers to nothing
but itself, it speaks of nothing but itself. In this sense, every sign is a
meaningless gesture: the ‘meaning’ that is derived is precisely because it is
imbued with meaning by its receiver; impregnated by its emptiness. The sign
is a vacuum; that is by its very existence, full. Orphaned at the moment of
its birth, it is then embodied by the receiver and already re-born complete
with plastic surgery. And it is precisely this sign—which has nothing to do
with the event—that draws us into action, an almost arbitrary action: in fact,
whenever we act, we are acting on absolutely nothing.

In other words, we are always already acting as if we can.
The problem is of course when we forget this ‘as if’, and act as though we
know what we are doing, as though our actions are based on knowledge, as
though everything is clear to us.

For, there are consequences to this simulated clarity. In The Transparency
of Evil (1999) we are continually warned of the dangers of an absolute
transparency, where all things “lose their specificity and partake of a process
of confusion and contagion—a viral loss of determinacy …” (7) In this way,
“every individual category is subject to contamination, substitution is
possible between any sphere and any other: there is a total confusion of
types.” (8)
Each category is generalized to the greatest possible extent,
so that it eventually loses all specificity and is reabsorbed by
all the other categories. When everything is political, nothing
is political any more, the world itself is meaningless. When
everything is sexual, nothing is sexual any more, and sex loses
its determinants. When everything is aesthetic, nothing is
beautiful or ugly anymore, and art itself disappears. This
paradoxical state of affairs, which is simultaneously the
complete actualization of an idea, the perfect realization of
the whole tendency of modernity, and the negation of that
idea and that tendency, their annihilation by virtue of their
very success … (9-10)
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And not only is meaninglessness the problem. By extension, everything can
be flattened, and hence, everything becomes calculable, and is no longer
singular; there is no longer an irreducible difference in humans, in us: we are
all completely and utterly exchangeable.

In effect, what has to be fore-grounded in each act is precisely the potentiality
of forgetting. For, if knowledge is based on correspondence, it is always
already an act of memory. And if this is so, one can never discount the
possibility of forgetting: after all, we have no control over forgetting; it
happens to us. Hence, there is absolutely no reason that each act of memory
might possibly bring with it a moment of forgetting; in other words, all
knowledge always already has the potentiality of unknowability in it.

(The Intelligence of Evil, 130).
Just like death—for one can only utter death metaphorically, naming
something that one cannot have a prior experience of; without any possibility
of a referent. In other words, death is a catachrestic metaphor; a pure name.

And death is precisely what haunts each name, each act of naming.
Each naming is always already a naming in anticipation of the possibility of
death.

Perhaps this is why I am refusing to mention his name even as I am speaking
about him.
But instead of nihilism, the apex of pure beauty is precisely in this absence.
This is where the un-speakable is spoken; through the complete absence of
speech. And just like the void that we are inexplicably drawn to—the door
that is marked ‘there is nothing behind here’, it already has to be opened—
the moment we see it, consideration has already left us. For, it is not as if we
can escape from signification: after all, we are all born into language. But
it is in the recognition that all sign systems refer to nothing but themselves,
that gives us the freedom to play, to imagine, and to hope. For if there is no
absolute truth—and perhaps he would even turn that statement on itself—all
we are left with is an undecideable, even undecipherable, world. Whilst this
may be daunting—there is no longer certainty—this is also liberating, as no
one can tell you how you should think, or live. All you have are possibilities.

What is at stake is the very possibility of an event.
And it is precisely the singularity of events—an event—that haunts us, that
continues to escape all knowing, all attempts to know.
An event, “characterized entirely, in a paradoxical way, by its uncanniness,
its troubling strangeness—it is the irruption of something improbable and
impossible—and its troubling familiarity: from the outset it seems totally selfexplanatory, as though predestined, as though it could not but take place.”

But is it possible to mourn, to say adieu without a name: can we ever mourn
anything but the passing of a name? For, it is the paradoxical nature of
names—singular and referring to no one but one; and referring to everyone
but that one at the same time—that allows us to, at least momentarily,
approach death. It is only in the foregrounding of the singular-plurality
of the name that we escape the banality of clarity, of transparency, of the
claim to knowing the person that we are mourning. And which allows us to
mourn the passing that was always already in the name, whilst maintaining
the absolute alterity of the person; her/ his absolute singularity.

And even as we are attempting to bear witness—for what else are we doing
by attempting to speak of something we cannot know about, attempting
to speak the impossible—to this passing, we are faced with the problem of
either letting him speak for himself, or attempting to speak for him.
If we are content to speak for him, we risk effacing him, speaking over him,
as if he never spoke; silencing him.
If we only allow him to speak for himself, citing him, quoting him, placing
those vampire marks around his words (even in full fidelity to him), we are
still enacting a violence onto him—after all, every citation is always already
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out of context, a borrowing of the voice of the other. This might even be a
worse violence to his voice: appropriating it as if it was his words, whilst
divorcing ourselves from the responsibility that I am the one that is giving
voice to his already silent voice.
Perhaps when faced with this Beckettian paradox where I must speak yet I
cannot speak, I have no choice but to speak as if I can; I have no choice but
to allow him to speak as if he can—I have to vampirize him, and let him speak
through me, as if that is even legitimate to begin with.

The absolute rule, that of symbolic exchange,
is to return what you received.
Never less, but always more.
The absolute rule of thought is to return
the world as we received it: unintelligible.
And if it is possible, to return it a little bit more
unintelligible.
A little bit more enigmatic.
~ Jean Baudrillard

And take full responsibility that it is I who is calling forth this voice; as if in a
séance, where I am the shaman. Or a telephone.
Here, we must not forget the promise that Alexander Graham Bell and his
brother Melville made to each other whilst working on an early prototype
of the telephone: whoever died first was to try and make contact with the
other.
What the other had to do was to listen for the call of the other. And pick up
the phone.

For this moment though, even as I answer the call, and take full responsibility
for answering this particular call over all other calls—just as important, just
as relevant—taking into account the fact that this call might never have even
be meant for me, I shall let the call speak through me, and at most, lend my
voice to the call.

But doing so whilst always keeping in mind the static that is in all calls, the
silent voices, the ghosts, spectres, hauntings, interjections, interventions;
and allowing all the different registers to speak, remaining open to the
possibilities, and forgettings, and memories of the to come, the yet to come,
the always already come. Keeping in mind that all response is elliptical;
that when we attempt to respond, we do not hear, but in fact cease hearing,
puncture knowing—that all we can do is attend to the possibility of attending;
By listening …

Adieu professor …

